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The Wainhouse Research Bulletin 

ONLINE NEWS AND VIEWS ON VISUAL COLLABORATION AND RICH MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS 
As always, please feel free to forward this newsletter to your colleagues.  SUBSCRIBE NOW!  
IT’S FREE! To be added to our automated email distribution list, simply visit 
www.wainhouse.com/bulletin.   Andrew W. Davis, andrewwd@wainhouse.com 
  

Mitel Extends Enterprise Collaboration 
Platform 
Mitel Networks, which months ago announced a 
relationship with VCON to add video to the Mitel IP 
communications platform, has extended its capabilities 
with a new audio-focused relationship with 
RemoteAbility.  Under the agreement Mitel will 
incorporate the RemoteAbility Interactive Group 
Communications (IGC) System into Mitel’s 5700 
Voice First solution (an H.323 gatekeeper).  This 
integration enables Mitel Networks to deliver a 
comprehensive enterprise-class audio and video 
conferencing solution.  Users will be able to seamlessly 
add participants and privately engage in sidebar 
conversations without causing any disruption to the 
conference.    

Mitel’s solution is based on the Mitel 3300 switch, 
which is an IP PBX, and the Mitel 5700 voice-first 
server, which works with MCUs, gateways, and video 
endpoints, and now the RemoteAbility software.  The 
company claims this is all part of a planned five-phase 
IP collaboration implementation  Phase 1 was based on 
the Mitel Networks IP audio conference units in 
November 2001.  Phase 2 was the video partnership 
with VCON and the introduction of the voice-first 
paradigm.  Remoteability is phase 3 (available in Q4).  
Phase 4, due in November, is the introduction of a 
desktop client for real-time unified communications.  
(drag and drop your .ppt into the conference!)  The 
final phase of this strategy will see the addition of Web 
and data collaboration tools.     

Using Voice First a user simply places a normal voice 
call, if both users are video-enabled the video button on 
the phone flashes. Simply pressing this button 
automatically establishes an audio and videoconference 
link.  The process is repeated to establish multi-party 
conferencing.  Video calls gain all the functionality of 

the voice PBX (call transfer, hold, etc.) The addition of 
the IGC System allows users to multitask by providing 
the ability to hold private sidebar conversations, make 
other phone calls, or add new people to the call without 
putting the conference on hold. It's all done while 
continuing to listen to the conference call in the 
background and is managed through an interface on an 
IP phone, networked PC or wireless PDA.  

Here’s What I Think  

While the VCON/video announcement was made many 
months ago, Mitel has been shipping product for only 
two months, and has about 100 video endpoints 
installed.  Not bad for just a few weeks, but still a tiny 
fraction of Mitel’s PBX base, which numbers around 
230,000 phone systems (of all types, including IP and 
TDM) and 11,000,000 endpoints.   

The real attraction to me here is the possibility that 
Mitel’s paradigm might be the key to crossing the 
chasm.  We all know that desktop videoconferencing 
has failed to catch on, despite numerous attempts by 
numerous vendors since 1995.  There are many reasons 
for this, but it starts with the understanding that the 
paradigm at the desktop is NOT the same as the 
paradigm for the conference room.  Room video-
conferencing is usually scheduled, reserved, fully 
supported by technical staff, and when you enter a 
conference room, you have high expectations that the 
other party is in another conference room awaiting 
your call.  None of this applies to the desktop 
environment.   

I believe people want desktop video that behaves like 
desktop audio.  So the PBX foundation makes a lot of 
sense.  Video in fact may turn out to be a great 
business for the IP telephony community – time will 
tell. Since it’s all IP based, a voice first video device 
could be an IP videophone, or a PC, or even a set-top 
system – anything with an IP address really.  
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Other vendors are taking equally interesting 
approaches to the desktop.  Polycom for example is 
marshalling its resources here around the Polycom 
Office.  FVC is taking a different twist with Click to 
Meet, a server-based offering that is essentially a web 
conferencing product that has a rich suite of video 
enhancements and options.  But it is significant that 
FVC has chosen (wisely we believe) to market FVC as 
a web conferencing solution, not as a desktop 
videoconferencing product.   

! WR Forum: Desktop videoconferncing & crossing the chasm 

New Report Looks at  
Video Network Management Software  

Video Communications Management Systems: 
Industry Analysis & 
Market Forecast is an in-
depth study of video 
network management, 
call processing, and 
scheduling software.  
The report, covering 
market segments and 
technology trends,  is 
over 200 pages in length 
and includes 25 figures 
and tables plus detailed 

product matrices.  Vendors profiled in depth include 
Applied Global Technologies, Avaya, Forgent 
Networks / Global Scheduling Solutions, Magicsoft, 
MVC, Polycom, RADVISION, TANDBERG, 
TODD Video Networks, VCON, Video Bureau, and 
VisionNex.   Details, including a free executive 
summary and table of contents, are available at 
www.wainhouse.com/reports. 

It’s that Anaheim Time of Year 
Back to Telecon Collaborate Anaheim   
For those of you who have been active in the 
conferencing industry for more than three years, 
whether as buyer, manufacturer, reseller, integrator, or 
service provider, you may recall fondly the halcyon 
years of festive Telecon shows, held at the end of 
October in Anaheim (those with even longer memories 
may remember when the show was not in Anaheim, 
but that was before my time).  A few years ago, pretty 
much as the trade show economy was peaking, the 
Telecon show, in about its twentieth year, was bought 
by Advanstar.  And recent history hasn’t been 
particularly stellar.   

Telecon 2000 was a down year for the show, due to a 
variety of causes, including the fact that the show that 
year was moved to December and the economy was 
softening.  The show is perhaps best remembered for 
what happened in the middle of it - the shocking 
announcement by Polycom of the acquisition of 
Accord Networks, an event which Wainhouse 
Research believed (and predicted at the time) would be 
a watershed in the competitive landscape for the 
conferencing market in general, and videoconferencing 
in particular. 

Telecon 2001, opening just a few weeks after 9/11/01 
and in the midst of an economic downturn that shut off 
capital expenditure budgets and travel allowances at 
the same time, showed that the conferencing market  
would not be immune from the worldwide recession.   
Telecon 2001 was a strange event - few people showed 
up, but more people showed up than many expected.   
The show also was a harbinger for the slow 
(videoconferencing) market developments we have 
witnessed during and since 2001. 

Some industry veterans have claimed that Advanstar’s 
shift in show focus, from its traditional base of audio 
and videoconferencing, to rich media collaboration, as 
evidenced by the name change from Telecon to 
Collaborate, was mishandled from the beginning.  
Certainly the recent Collaborate East was not a 
particularly good show for the conferencing exhibitors.  
Has show management alienated its traditional 
supporters while failing to attract the new breed of rich 
media collaboration folks?  Maybe.  Has show 
management recognized that the world is changing and 
we all need to change with it?  Maybe.  Is Advanstar 
trying to re-define the focus and mission of the 
Anaheim event, and reach out to old and new 
supporters at the same time?  Maybe. 

But, these truths, we believe, are self evident. 

1.  Conferencing and collaboration are powerful tools 
that provide enterprises with compelling benefits.   

2.  Videoconferencing is an important application, but 
will be seen increasingly as part of an overall suite of 
collaboration and communication tools.  Users will 
want integrated environments from integrated vendors 
and service providers. 

3. The Anaheim event is OUR INDUSTRY trade 
show, and we believe our little industry is better off 
with it than without it.  Yes, you can go to InfoComm, 
Networld/Interop, PCExpo, Comdex, and Supercomm, 
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but the conferencing and collaboration at these shows 
is nearly lost among the noise.  Whether you call it 
Collaborate or Telecon, the annual October event in 
Anaheim is still the best place to see and touch the 
equipment, talk to the service providers, interrogate the 
integrators, meet industry executives, and network with 
your conferencing peers  from around the world. 

So, to get round to the punchline of all this, WR 
collaborating with Advanstar and we are producing ten 
events at Collaborate (Telecon) in Anaheim this 
November.  Our goal in formulating a rich media 
conferencing track is to explore some issues of 
relevance to conferencing and IT managers everywhere 
and to provide impartial information, intellectual meat, 
and a bit of controversy and entertainment to make 
your visit to Anaheim more interesting and hopefully 
more worthwhile.  We look forward to meeting you all 
in Anaheim this year.   

The ten events are one (1) pre-show tutorial, eight (8) 
different sessions on rich media conferencing (45 min 
each), and one (1) keynote panel where several 
industry leaders with varying perspectives on the 
nature of conferencing will face no-holds-barred 
questions from two Wainhouse Research analysts.  
Here are some of the details, in chronological order. 

Wainhouse Research IP Conferencing Tutorial   
11/4 Presenters:  Andrew W. Davis & E. Brent Kelly 

This Wainhouse Research IP Conferencing Tutorial provides 
attendees with the background information they need to 
understand the risks, rewards, and technical issues surrounding 
the implementation of voice, video, and data conferencing over 
enterprise IP networks.  Attendees will learn about the different 
approaches to IP conferencing, including converged and overlay 
network strategies, and benefit from an introduction to the major 
technology trends, resources available, and implementation 
guidelines.  The seminar will address issues of concern to both 
large and small enterprises. 

Introduction to IP Conferencing  1:00pm - 2:45pm 
o The Business Case for Videoconferencing  
o Fundamentals of Conferencing over IP  
o Components of an IP network  
o Understanding Multimedia quality of service 
o Video Network Management & Scheduling systems  
o The Service Provider Value Proposition 

IP Conferencing Technical Details 3:00pm - 4:30pm 
o Traversing NATs and Firewalls  
o Architecting your network   
o Deployment models   
o Call routing & dialing plans   
o Implementation Guidelines    

Need a web link? Have a web link? 
Visit www.wainhouse.com/links 

Web Conferencing & Instant Messaging:  An overview 
11/5 8:15am (Yes, that’s 08:15 am) 
Presenter Andy Nilssen/Wainhouse Research 

This session, presented by Wainhouse Research partner and 
analyst Andy Nilssen, will give the attendee an overview of the 
different technologies and solutions available in the web 
conferencing and Instant Messaging space and help the attendee 
understand how the different solutions are best used.  Both 
service provider- and premise-based solutions will be covered.  
If you are currently using web-based collaboration tools this is 
an excellent opportunity to learn what is new and available, and 
if you are new to web collaboration this track will provide a 
“short course” on much that you will need to know. 

Streaming Media and Enterprise Conferencing  
11/5 9:15am   Moderator:  Marc Beattie/WR 
Panelists:  Jeff Schrock/ Yahoo Broadcast and TBD/Eloquent 

This session will discuss the convergence of streaming media 
with real-time data, audio and video conferencing and 
collaborations technologies.  The emerging dominance of 
content rich streaming media is revolutionizing a wide variety of 
mission- critical enterprise applications like quarterly earnings 
calls, product launches, and training.  Learn how streaming 
media will not only enhance the traditional multimedia 
conferencing and the collaboration landscape but how the two 
technologies will work together to transform learning, 
communications and work force strategies. 

The Future of Conferencing Service Providers 
11/5 10:15am   Moderator:  Marc Beattie/WR 
Speakers:  Emily Magrish, VP, ACT Teleconferencing; Dick 
Schulte, CMO, Voyant Technologies; Tony Kula, President, 
MVC AG. 

The advent of unattended audio services has driven the growth 
of most conference service providers in the last 24 months.  
While many providers have accommodated the user’s need for 
control by providing online scheduling, call management, and 
account tracking, many of these services have gone unused.  
This track will review the user’s demand for “self service” in 
conference services including audio, video, web, and streaming. 
Learn what is really getting used and gain insight into what the 
next 24 months has to hold for attended and unattended services. 

Should You Own Your Conferencing Infrastructure - Audio 
& Video Bridges & Web Servers 
11/5 11:15am  Moderator:  Marc Beattie/WR 
Speakers:  Marty Hollander/ Latitude, David Seavers/ CTO, 
Spectel, Ed Wadbrook, VP Sonexis 

One of the major applications for conferencing and collaboration 
is multipoint calling.  The question for most enterprise users is 
whether to buy the equipment and it manage themselves, buy the 
equipment and have a third party manage it, or outsource the 
capability to a service provider.  In this session, experts will 
discuss the latest technology, and explain the costs and benefits 
of each scenario. Learn what the best bridging and server 
implementation is for your enterprise. 

 
 

Need a job? Have a job? 
Visit www.wainhouse.com/jobbank.html 
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Collaborate West Keynote Session: 
The Melding of Rich Media Communications 
11/5 1:00 – 2:00pm 

Five years ago life was simple: there was audio and video 
conferencing.  The rise of the Internet and IP brought new 
possibilities with the advent of web conferencing and instant 
messaging.  Now it looks like the race is on to combine all four 
into one truly seamless rich media communication platform, 
where users can freely choose the right media depending on 
their spontaneous need.  But will the whole really be greater 
than the sum of the parts?  Can any one vendor truly supply 
best-of-breed in all areas, and will users want to be locked in to 
one vendor’s integrated solution?  How will future users want to 
balance audio, video, and data. 

This highly interactive panel discussion promises to explore 
many of the issues facing the future of conferencing products 
and services, including PSTN vs IP networks, the role of 
desktop video, and how the user interface of the future is likely 
to shape up. 

Moderators:  Andrew W. Davis and Andrew H. Nilssen 
Panelists: 
Bob Romano, VP Sales and Marketing, FVC 
Michael Loria, Director of Advanced Collaboration, IBM Lotus 
Jonathan Christensen, Group Program Manager - Real Time
  Communications, Microsoft 
Bob Hagerty, CEO Polycom 
David Hsieh, VP Services, WebEx 

The New Age of Management Systems – Tools & 
technologies to schedule and manage a rich media network 
11/6 1:00pm 
Moderator: Brent Kelly, Wainhouse Research 
Speakers: Alan Greenberg, The Greenberg Group,  Brent Kelly, 
Wainhouse Research  

When enterprises have a national or multinational network of 
videoconferencing endpoints the need to schedule and manage 
them becomes painfully apparent.  This educational session will 
provide users with an understanding of the tools and 
technologies available for re-gaining control of an ever-
expanding network of endpoints. Those attending this session 
will go home with an understanding of 1) who the companies 
are that create video network management tools, 2) what these 
companies' distinguishing features and market focuses are, 3) 
how much organizations should anticipate spending for video 
network management tools, 4) outsourced video network 
management options available, and 5) when an organization 
should begin considering use of video network management 
systems.  Time will be available for attendees to ask questions of 
the speakers or vender representatives in the session." 

The Future of Videoconferencing Endpoints  
11/6 2:00pm 
Moderator:  Andrew W. Davis, Wainhouse Research 
Participants: Ned Semonite, Polycom; Mike Walker, 
TANDBERG; Gordon Daugherty, VCON;  Mark Ayers, Cisco 

This panel discussion will explore the changing world of 
videoconferencing endpoints. Will endpoints become 
commodities; are all-software solutions on the horizon, and what 
effect will this have on both the desktop and the room systems 

market.  How will conferencing appliances evolve.  And what 
about video as an add-on to voice over IP – when will IP 
videophones make their impact.   

The Future of IP Video Network Service Providers   
11/6 3:00pm 
Moderator:  Marc Beattie   
Speakers: Ira Weinstein, VP Marketing, IVCi, Rick Wilder, 
Principle Scientist, Masergy Communications 

The past year has seen several companies focus on IP video 
services for enterprise conferencing.  How are these vendors 
different, and can they survive in the midst of a telecom 
meltdown.  Do enterprises need an IP video network service 
provider anyway?     

A new look at some emerging companies, technologies, and 
solutions  
11/6 4:00pm 
Moderator:  Andrew Nilssen; Speakers: TBD 

This session will feature short presentations from three small, 
emerging companies offering new and interesting products and 
services.  Speakers to be chosen by Wainhouse Research.  Send 
any proposals to andyn@wainhouse.com 

Further information about Collaborate West is 
available at www.collaborateexpos.com . 

 
New Report: Rich Media Conferencing 2002 
Vol 1: Multimedia Networking Infrastructure Products 

• Covers audio bridges,  
web conferencing servers,  
video MCUs, gateways & 
gatekeepers 

• Our thorough analysis of  
the market trends, 
technologies, and vendors 
driving the infrastructure 
industry 

• Includes market sizing and  
a detailed five-year forecast 

For complete details, executive summary, and ordering 
information see www.wainhouse.com/reports 

 
Avistar Patents 
Avistar Communications’ subsidiary Collaboration 
Properties has been granted its 46th patent, U.S. Patent 
No. 6,437,818, that addresses a fundamental piece of 
the video calling process: the combined transport of 
video and associated control over unshielded twisted 
pair (UTP) wiring, the typical wiring for Ethernet 
networks and telephone systems in many enterprises.  

mailto:andyn@wainhouse.com
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Update:  Roadshow Surviver  

I have survived my first week on the MVC roadshow.  
Three seminars down, three to go.  The journey is 
grueling – setup, seminar all day, tear down, drive 4 

hours to next city, dinner, 
repeat loop.  But the 
response has been 
worthwhile, with over 200 
attendees from all walks of 

German enterprises between Dusseldorf, Hamburg, and 
Berlin.  The FREE event series is cosponsored by First 
Virtual Communications, Polycom, RADVISION, 
QSC, Ridgeway, and TANDBERG.  It’s not too late to 
sign up for the remaining events.     

September 17……… Frankfurt.   
September 18……… Stuttgart.   
September 19……… Munich.   

Additional details available at  www.mvc-ag.com. 

People & Places 
Genesys Conferencing, Jim Huzell, Group President; 
Kailash Ambwani, Group COO, David Detert, EVP 
and Chief Strategy Officer; Andrew Pearce, EVP 
Network, Infrastructure and Global Operations; Jim 
Lysinger, EVP-Managing Director Europe. 

ClearOne Communications, Martin Offwood, 
International Managing Director of Video Technology 

Forgent Networks, H.R. (Russ) Caccamisi, VP Sales 

Wheeling & Dealing 
SDSL-Video, Inc., and Masergy Communications 
have teamed up to offer complete videoconferencing 
solutions featuring IP wide-area transport with 
guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS).  SDSL-Video 
provides equipment, service, support, and training; 
Masergy offers a customer-configurable IP network 
with QoS for videoconferencing.    

ClearOne Communications has established a 5-
person international videoconferencing sales team 
headquartered in London.  The team’s focus will be to 
expand distribution of ClearOne’s videoconferencing 
products through the aggressive recruitment of new 
videoconferencing-specific resellers in Europe, the 
Middle East, Africa and Southeast Asia.  

BT Conferencing, the US subsidiary of BT Retail, will 
provide web meeting services powered by the WebEx 
network. 

Spectel announced it has secured an additional €15.0 
million ($14.7 million) of financing in a round led by 
Investcorp SA. The additional capital will be used to 
increase Spectel’s presence in data conferencing and 
reservation-less voice conferencing. 

 The Wainhouse Research Bulletin would like you to 
join us in thanking our 2002 sponsors 
who help keep distribution of the WRB free: 

Aethra 
Compunetix 

Forgent 
Gentner 
InView 
MVC 

RADVISION 
Sony  

TANDBERG 
ViCALL 

AT&T Conferencing 
First Virtual Communications 
Global Crossing Conferencing 
Global Scheduling Solutions 

Magicsoft 
Polycom 

Ridgeway 
Spectel 

V-SPAN 
VTEL 

The fine print: Sponsorship of the WR Bulletin in no way 
implies that our sponsors endorse the opinions expressed in the 
Bulletin.  Nor does it imply that the Bulletin endorses their 
products or services. We remain an equal opportunity critic. 

Hot Topics on the WR Forums 
! Interview with Peter Jantsch, Vodafone 

! Bringing Audio conferencing in-house 

! H.323 Voice - Costs 

! IP to IP Gateway 

! What is the exact definition of QoS? 

! Which chipsets will win? 

! Compare Tandberg NPP vs Polycom Visual Concert 

! H.320 Call Success Rates 

! IPv6's impact on IP video 

Start your own WR Forum discussion topic!! 

The Wainhouse Research Bulletin is published by Wainhouse Research 
LLC, 112 Sumner Road, Brookline, MA 02445.  Tel 617-975-0297.  
Email to editor@wainhouse.com.  Free subscriptions are available at 
www.wainhouse.com. Copyright 2002 by Wainhouse Research
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